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DIY conversion of order-related image files and
inbound email orders into ERP-readable data for
faster, more accurate order entry.

Challenge
Though integrating the demand
signals of high-volume customers
into Enterprise Resource Planning
systems takes a lot of up front work,
it’s well worth it. The time spent on
custom-mapping inbound email
orders through systems such as
Elemica’s Sell™ QuickLink Integrate
means more efficient management
of working capital and a better
customer experience.
But what about all of those smaller
customers? Many enterprises have
a large number of low-volume
accounts whose numbers add up on
the aggregate—but for whom, taken
individually, custom mapping and
in-depth implementation just doesn’t
make sense. But With QuickLink
Accelerate, there’s finally a way to
streamline this inbound data—
improving efficiency and accuracy
without all of the upfront work.

Solution
QuickLink Accelerate lets you fine
tune the conversion of customer PDFs
and image files yourself. With support
from our customer service team, you
take control of email and document
intake rules, fast-tracking intelligent
processing setup. Once configured,
QuickLink Accelerate uses machine
learning, artificial intelligence and
robotic process optimization to enable
rapid order entry and administration
of all email data.
From a customer perspective, nothing
changes—and no customer
participation is required. They
continue to email order info as always.
Only now this data is easy to enter into
your ERP system in bulk without
relying on time-consuming and
error-prone field-by-field entry.

Vendor Managed Inventory
Delivery Schedule

•

Streamline order-to-cash
process

•

Accelerate order
processing

•

Optimize working capital

•

Improve sales performance

•

Strengthen customer
retention

At a Glance

QuickLink Accelerate
Features
01

Extracts inbound orders from faxes/images,
and data for ERP order entry solutions and
routing info (automatically delivers document
to customer service)

02

Order change support

03

Converts image files to binary data: GIF,
TIFF, PDF images, etc. to XML or EDI

04

Learns to codify issues relating to
resolution of images

05

Inherent network-level MDM delivers
orders with your product, location, and
unit of measure codes

06

Team-based user management and
customer-based security model

07

Multiple machine learning ML models for
automated map-less data extraction

08

Robotic process automation to embed
customer service knowledge into the
automate work process

Benefits
Accelerates order
processing, on average
from 30 minutes to 120
seconds or less

Requires zero customer
participation for more
control and convenience

Improves order
accuracy, resulting in
happier customers

Enables easy set up, use
and modification with
total support

Frees up customer service
personnel to focus on
customer satisfaction and
cross-selling

Elemica transforms supply chains by replacing manual and complex approaches with efficient and reliable ones. The world’s
leading business network for process-intensive industries, we drive bottom line results by promoting reduced cost of operations,
faster process execution, automation of key business processes, removal of transactional barriers, and seamless information
flow between trading partners.
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